
Facilitating sales meetings with outcomes



Our purpose & agenda

• Fame, fortune & fun

Agenda:

Mindset 

Process

Skills



Mindset
The trusted advisor:

-Seeking to serve

-Seeking win-win in that 
service

-Generous with expertise

-“Gets it”

-Adds value 



Mindset Exercise:

Think of a trusted advisor to you:

Name their top traits and 
behaviours

How could you use their approach 
in sales meetings?

Discuss this in your small group & 
be prepared to share your insight

6 minutes 



Process of facilitating

Engage Listen Frame
Co-

create
Action

The Trusted Advisor: David Maister



Engage

Think of a meeting you want 
to have or have coming up:

-Why should they open up to 
you on this?

-How will you make the 
meeting worth £200 to them 
(even if they don’t buy?)



Engage exercise

Thinking about that meeting, prepare:

-How will you introduce yourself?

-How will you explain why they should 
engage with you?

-How will you suggest an agenda that 
maximises their benefit from the meeting?

5 minutes thinking time



Process of facilitating

Engage Listen Frame
Co-

create
Action

The Trusted Advisor: David Maister



Listen & frame

Central Business 
Imperative

-Top management view

-The specific goal

-The value delivered

Strategic 
context

-Competitive

-Market

-Risk

Major issues

-2-3 things around the 
imperative

Measures of 
success

-ROI

-Hard & soft targets

Scope

-Divisions affected

-Limitations

-Issues not on the table

Stakeholders

-Who is accountable?

-What interests 
involved?

-How are decisions 
made?

Barriers to 
action

-Leadership gap

-Politics

-Capability & resource 
gaps

-Info gaps



Go deeper: PIQ

Ask some great follow-up questions:

-That’s interesting, tell me about that

-Sounds hard; what other problems does it 
create for you?

-So I can see the bottlenecks it causes; what 
other implications does it have?

-To quantify this; if you had to score it out of ten 
how big of an issue is it for the organisation?



Listen & frame exercise

In your group:

Think of a real issue one of you has

-Explain it in under 60 seconds

-The others use the questions & 
PIQ to listen & frame it

Come back to the wider group with 
your insight on the process

10 minutes

Central Business 
Imperative

-Top management view

-The specific goal

-The value delivered

Strategic context

-Competitive

-Market

-Risk

Major issues

-2-3 things around the 
imperative

Measures of 
success

-ROI

-Hard & soft targets

Scope

-Divisions affected

-Limitations

-Issues not on the table

Stakeholders

-Who is accountable?

-What interests 
involved?

-How are decisions 
made?

Barriers to 
action

-Leadership gap

-Politics

-Capability & resource 
gaps

-Info gaps



Framing

The pivot point between need 
definition & solution creation.

Can be a summary or a question.

3 possible frames:

-Problem

-Opportunity

-People



Process of facilitating

Engage Listen Frame
Co-

create
Action

The Trusted Advisor: David Maister



Co-create

Envisioning together the 
solution:

-Ask questions about their 
vision/ ideas for this

-Make suggestions

-Gather actions as you go



Action

Gather client valuable actions 
as you go

Summarise them towards the  
end

Diarise

As a minimum ask:

“What would you like to 
happen next?”



Action exercise
Sale

Advance

Continuation

No Sale

In your group discuss how you 
did or could have created 
more “advances”

5 minutes



Summary & action planning

Engage Listen Frame
Co-

create
Action

The Trusted Advisor: David Maister


